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I. INTRODUCTION

,. Domestic trade is a ter*. uwd

production, distribution, P^^^^ffiSsV Somehow in.most
it outs across a wide spectrumof discipli ^ fae ecli ed
African economies, this important sector na Qf policy

S concentration on *"£™V ? *£i^ exchange generated
can economies, this p Qf poliy

concentration on *"£™V o? the *£.i^ exchange generated
^ Sff^TSTS. development process.

2. For instance Africa's ec°nofflic^ ^rategy'J^^ ^
Beyond: the African Alternative FrameworK^o successful

P%grammes(AAF-SAP) "f^^f^fand transformation ha. to base
economic and social ^Jfu^ve?op£entl. Enhancement of domestic
itself on endogemsation development strategy. It was with

1980, by stressing t!
enhance domestic trade.

3. Empirical research has «jjbli.^ _
instrument in promoting growtn m ^e^ ^ Consumers within the
significant role of linA"gbilic needs of the people in each
country. It satisfies the b?*x° ™eCl oriented, to contribute
country. It is also capable ** P^-rly incentive for surplus
country. i>- ■"■ - fT-adina creates incai"<= -— --'..„

to alleviating poverty. T"^"?urlng thereby providing a steady
production in farming an<* £a"u/*°stUr Expanded markets for locally
source of income to participan«. txpa opment of local
produced goods would thus «P«r J^J^ a |trong foundation
entrepreneurial caPab^xtiFeuSrthemore7it is a major contributor to
for intra-African trade. Furthemore, It is theSe elementsfor intra-African trade. Fur It is theSe elements

the process of self-sustaining ^tardina the process of economic
that combine in furthering or retarding w» P benefits include

t i «*i««lar countW^ ^ l mong
that combine in furthering or benefits include

development in any P«*i««lar countW^ ^ particularly among
mitigating the high,ra£.of.^^^^^nts ultimately lead to
^rT^I^ of the inhabitants.

4. oomestic trade also greatly•J?^££$ggWg&%«
patterns particularly where these P~sg ^^ neglecting the

^tr ?PrPrrr4^ dtic marKet
g ^^ neglecg

for the domestic marKet.

uneca,
p. 13
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5. A number of studies by the ECA secretariat have highlighted

several problems connected with nurturing domestic trade. Some

emanate from the rigidity of institutional machineries in force in

many African countries which have not been dynamic enough to

effectively lead the sector to contribute fully to the balanced

growth of the countries. Consequently, many countries have been

experiencing unduly, extreme scarcities of essential goods and

services. There is also a highly skewed distribution structure

favouring the relatively well endowed urban centres in contrast to

the impoverished rural areas. The need for recasting and focusing

problems of the trade sector resulted in the adoption of

Strategies for Revitalization, Recovery and Growth of Africa's

Trade in the 1990s and Beyond by the African Ministers of Trade in

December 1990 2.

6. In the same manner, the Strategies adopted for enhancing

domestic trade in the 1990s and Beyond were set out in three

categories, namely: improvement of the distribution network;

rationalizing the pricing policies and development of

infrastructures. It is therefore necessary to point out that

implementation of the strategies is envisaged under an entirely

different socio-economic and political environment at global,

regional and national levels.

7. The study examines the significance of domestic trade. It

analyzes the sector within the new environment in the light of the

proposed "Strategies for the 1990s and Beyond". It introduces a

framework for enhancing its performance and subsequently, the

policy measures for enhancing the sector.

II. ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF DOMESTIC TRADE

8. Specific aspects of the trade sector are better appreciated

when examined in the context of existing socio-economic environment

because this is what determines the performance level attained
even by the domestic trade sector. To what degree this is done in

conformity with the objective and goals set by the region can also

be explained on the same basis. Identification of the main

problems in the sector makes it easier to establish yardsticks

against which appropriate policy framework can be devised.

Aspects of the structure of domestic trade will similarly be

examined together with the supply and organizational structure of

the domestic market, with a view to highlighting the main features

of its performance.

2UNECA, Strategies for Revitalization, Recovery and Growth of

Africa's Trade in the 1990s and Beyond, E/ECA/TRADE/89/25/Rev, 25.
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A.

9 in most African countries it is(the ^^ ^^ & GOJMXWatmWJ.^

more preponderant. This single = . market. The situation
Influence on the structure■ of the^ ^f^^^es including poor
is compounded by the poor P^cal ^t"ti units in most African
roads and transportation s^fe^a^^nev^ cater for relatively

normally get poor ^!^nY the urban areas exist sophisticated,
purchasing power. """Pj^-VjEimpoverished communities served
retail trade °P*»V^ •^<S&£8\ sector. These characteristics
J£ZZ^/^ V ti subtitles

sector. i«e»c ^««-

under the respective subtitles

that follow.

10. one other 0^^^^^^^
domestic trade, is that frea?i°°a"Qcommercial activities of the
£e isolated from the ^ .f"a* °nftrl°e^ These borders form in
major cities in the JW^^fSSSd transborder trade. The
their own right, centres ^efrTr^topic of concern in many
Issue of border trade has been a maaortopicn6 ^ 1<tontified

intergovernmental meetings:. rae als lace, They include (a)
various forms through which it t^KesPia nels utilizing the

physical smuggling of goods ^hrougn liieg countries involved,

parallel or black market «?*»£"£? £ used or second hand as
(b) providing a conduit for «l»^2f1 countries, (c) evading
well as stolen goods fhrom "es\f^tiOn of import or export
customs duties through ^"""Vransiting exportable goods
documentations, (d) ^^^/^^"the^rder country. The
S?S^^?^i'S^SSS earn foreign exchange.

XX. Besides the profit and foreign ^fS5^^ fiSTviS
border trade, is a genuine s.f°rinet°fnie Royalties. For this
neighbouring villages that sfc*|°r/n™eVaditionally conducted
subsector of African societv', trader;^ fta alongside the common
periodic markets among the population resi aware Qf ^

Sl^ mj°r^roef fo^al international trade.
a wide range of goods are handled^cross commo^borders.
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B- The Supply
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nf cereal rose by 13.2 percent in 1991 compared to 1990, while
roots and tXr fncreaseS by 2 percent in 1991 •. These increases
were not sufficient to stop further sports of cJ"al^h^h^h|
preliminary regional estimated requirements were put at 10,5

million tons for 1991.

logistics^ntdequa'te'infrLtructures and poorly/^P^^
svstems compounded by continued civil strife in a number
countries tn the region ». Added to the above has been the overall
decline in agricultural productivity caused by wrong micro-economic
™UcieV pursued by certain African governments. Persistent food
drticil has "Sto increased prices of basic food items.much.tothe
misery of the poor. The overall impact on domestic trade sector is
reduced dynamism in internal exchanges.

la The bulk of manufactured goods in the domestic markets
consists of mass consumer goods including basic food items(sugar
salt oil soap and cereals) together with other import substitutes
Uke'clothingPanS metal works.9 Production of the »^£uring
goods for domestic sector has generally been poor. The regional
Manufacturing Value Added (HVA) continued its downward slide from
2 1 percent in 1990 to 1.3 percent in 1991. The poor performance
in'thts^ector has-been attributed to ^continuing bottleneck of
poor management, non-availability and high cost of ifP^tedinputs
arwell a! the low level of new investments. Some local £»***•
are less competitive with imported counterparts in terms of
duality? It is partly these trends coupled with poor performance
in" both agricultural and manufacturing production that prevents
th"edevelopment of domestic trade to contribute to the economic
growth of each respective country-

19.' Furthermore, the supply base for domestic trade has been
adversely affected by the poor performance of the Africa's e*P°™
because it has reduced the countries' purchasing power Africa's
exports shrunk in value terms by 5.6 percent in 1991 inspite of
Increased volumes by 2.4 percent. The fall in oil prices, even for
the oil exporting countries resulted in severe revenue losses.

C. Th» organizational Structure

20. The organizational structure of domestic trade in the region
is as diverse as the nature of markets encountered in each country.

UNECA, Gnomic Repnrt on Africa 1992, E/ECA/CM.18/2. p. 2

UNECA, op- cit., E/ECA/CM 18/2 p. 2
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However, commercial operators fall under the following broad

categories: a) modern private sector, (b) informal sector, (c)rural

sector, (d) state agencies or parastatals and (e) marketing

cooperatives.

(a) The modern private sector

21. The modern private sector in most African countries is a

collection of a diversity of both national and foreigner operators

mainly in the urban areas. The establishments themselves range

from numerous small retailers to large supermarkets and department

stores. It is well serviced by the few available support services

including communication, banking and coordinated distribution

channels that cater mainly for affluent minority.

(b) The Informal Sector

22. The informal sector according to one ECA study has

definitional problems in literature. However, there is a consensus

as to what ought to constitute the sector itself. Thus, a

catalogue of criteria is provided in one of ECA document * based

on the level of capitalization, the size and type of employment.

23. In another survey by Jobs and Skills Programme for

Africa(JASPA) of the International .Labour Organisation, it was

found that trading activities represented on the average 50 percent

of all enterprises in the informal sector in four West African
countries of Benin, Burkina Faso, Guinea and Nigeria. Furthermore

37 percent of employment was in this sector. This survey provided

additional evidence to support the view that trading activities of
the informal sector surpass all other sector activities. It is a

major employer for unskilled and semi-skilled people, school drop-

outs , migrants from rural areas and general ly a nook for the

unemployable. Entry into trade is also relatively easy with the

result that informal trading sprawls in every street corner in
the major urban centres, handling all sorts of goods and services.

24. Besides the dominance of informal activities in trade, other

informal activities are carried out in sectors which are key and

supportive to trade activities. Trade in the informal sector is

usually associated with petty trade conducted by vendors,hawkers,

peddlers and numerous other micro-activities.

25. Almost every individual has interacted with informal

activities in one way or another. There is also the aspect of its

linkages with the formal sector estimated to account for about 80

SUNECA, The Study on Role of The Informal Sector in African

Economies - E/ECA/PSD.7/13 3 Dec. 1991 p.4
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the creation of employment, rprises that

P *—
trade.

in *h? mm?

inadequate to sustain such

(d)

With the advent of independence, most African «oy««ntB

then embraced a socialist ideology.

1n ftfrjn^n rnuntries. E/ECA/TRADE/90/4

• UNECA,

Qrgani2ations in
es. E/ECA/TRADE/89/18
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facilitating the diversification of economies through engaging in
manufacturing of import substitutes has not been very successful

for many of them. Thus the later part of 1970s brought a wave of
disillusionment with the management of most STOs in the region. In
point of fact, most of them were associated with gross malpractice
and perpetual drainage of governments' finances not to good
purpose^/. One of the main causes was excessive political
interference in their management as well as pursuing warped

commercial objectives.

29. The future role of many public enterprises in the domestic
market is in the balance as the wave of privatization policy
demanded by the donor agencies sweeps the continent. Given the
continuous structural weakness of African markets, some STOs will
continue to have a useful role. Therefore in an attempt to
streamline some of them, everything should be done to discard those

that retard entrepreneurial development while ensuring that
commercial competitiveness and accountability remain the hallmarks
of the ones that are retained in order that positive contribution
to the domestic trade sector is achieved.

(e) Copperatives

30. cooperative societies have been another important contributor
to the organizational structure of domestic trade. Marketing and
consumer cooperatives are two types commonly prevalent in domestic
trade. The former have been historically associated with the
marketing and primary processing of small holder produce
particularly agricultural raw materials like coffee, cotton,

tobacco, tea and cocoa. The later part of the 1960s and early

1970s, saw governments increase their use, as channels for
implementing certain agricultural policies in the same way STOs had
been used to achieve import substitution and distribution of trade
goods and services. In this particular case, cooperatives were
used in the promotion of certain crops, particularly, some export

crops like coffee, cotton and pyrethrum as in case of most East
African countries and cocoa in some west African countries.
Similarly, there was a deliberate effort to transfer the

responsibilities of produce marketing from the stranglehold of some

alien groups to indigenous farmers with the objective of increasing
the farmers' bargaining power and ultimately their remunerations
from the sales. This latter motive was true, for instance in the
case of the Indian merchants in the East African countries.

31. With increased government involvement in the affairs of the

cooperative societies, their activities expanded to embrace

9yE/ECA/TRADE/89/18, op. cit.
See also Jonathan Chileshe, Nothing Wrong with AFRICA

except.....vikas Publishing House (1988) p.98
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efficient road network, modern telecommunications and financial

facilities has contributed to entrenching this rural -urban

discrepancy. These obstacles have to be tackled in order that

domestic trade can contribute to development both in the urban and

rural sectors of the economy.

36. One of the reasons why the transport network in many countries

is not helpful to developing domestic trade in the rural areas is

that it had traditionally been developed to facilitate external

trade essentially of agricultural raw materials and minerals and

importation of manufactures. It is therefore not a mere

coincidence that the main highways generally link principal cities

to ports with the consequences that the infrastructure is

unfavourable to developing domestic trade. The same

infrastructure is also incapable of bridging the imbalances in the

distribution of essential consumer items, as well as needed

production inputs. A factor that greatly contributes to limiting

the competitiveness of the local production. Supplies from the

rural to urban centres to this day and age, in many African

countries, continue to be transported by rudimentary modes. .For

instance using pack animals, human porterage or on bicycles.

Other modes of transport such as waterways, trains or air have

very limited capacities, apart from being rather expensive and

therefore minimally used in exploiting the potential of domestic

trade.

37. Problems related to lack of physical infrastructures extend

to lack of warehouses and storage facilities which are few and

almost wholly concentrated in urban areas. This has been a major

source of post harvest losses in the rural areas for many crops

which are relatively easier to store and the mainstay of domestic

trade exchanges like, cereals and pulses.

(b) Pricing Policies

38. Pricing policies can be quite central in influencing the
performance of domestic trade in almost all African countries.

Unfortunately, the pricing mechanisms adopted by many of them have

gone beyond the role of rationalizing the allocation of goods and

services. Governments have on various occasions intervened

excessively in the price setting process for social and political

reasons. Some of the reasons advanced in support of the later

have included the need for redistribution of incomes and making

certain goods more affordable to the poor. More often than not

however, the underlying reasons were to use the pricing policies to

achieve political objectives.

39. Outside government control, have been incidence of operators

in the distribution channel manipulating prices to their personal

advantages. Similarly those in oligopolistic positions including

transnational corporations have had a freer hand in setting price
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I
consumers. instrumental in

have often

lding

commodities, «|Pf^a"ices have often been set ^ d for inputs
However some of the P" including the cost inc incentive of

of economic <=onsld.!^allY this has saPPe^rtX|inq controlled
by the farmer Naturally^^ producing^ MtlB?1^

farmers. M*ny«,11«lcient quantities which «>«£» st&pie cereals
commodities in «^1?J^l.q vmere Pro^^^/^/listributors,

locally milled ". ^^Her influenced by a

currencies Thxs has Pa ^^ items vxs

between loca*ly,^7wheat and rice. The use °^ . d to encourage

indigenous food cr°PS such ma.2e)<

(sorghum, millet and unscrupulous

middlemen in the ^ shortfalls, ""f^ur y are meant to
production and ^istriDu peopJ^e that they national,

be allowed to ^u^chanisms should give priority

~~Hinc for Household Food Security in Africa".
IMF, "searching £°£em£er# 1991 p.*
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subregional and regional food self-sufficiency as well as to
manufactured goods produced in the region. Such measures should
also ensure that domestic trade is a beneficiary.

c- Financing Domestic

44. Trade finance plays a significant role in determining the
rate and extent of expansion of the domestic trade sector.
Commercially viable enterprises require adequate funds and their
access to domestic financial institutions must not be impeded.
The various operations of production, distribution and the exchange
of ■ goods involving producers, distributors, retailers and
wholesalers must have access to fixed and working capital to
ensure the smooth flow at all stages of the process and in order to
sustain domestic trade. Financial needs vary with different
enterprises and stages of the marketing process. Some depend on
iL2^r?r *4coabinatlon of factors. For instance, the duration

final transactions are concluded, the nature of

°* £heth1r the goods ar* to *» imported or locally
ESSS^i Q* Sife Of the co»»«rcial operation itself!
Nevertheless, if markets are to expand and benefit from the

are indis° nsable* derived there from' tinelY commercial credits

45, Modern financial institutions such as banks, credit and loans
agencies are well established and have been in operation for many
years in all countries of the region. However, their role in
financing domestic trade, especially in the informal sector has not
been as dynamic as would justify their existence. Banks are mainly
concentrated in the principal towns and therefore remain
inaccessible to small-scale traders and consumers in the rural
areas.

46. Commercial banks that are branches of transnational banking
corporations are more preoccupied with financing export trade and
less with promoting domestic trade and supporting local
manufacturing companies for the latter. Small scale businesses
that are usually the main backbone of domestic trade face
considerable difficulties in qualifying for loans. -The grace
period is also not often consistent with the seasonality of the
business. Their problems are further compounded by the dire

?h«™«!?^«°^« ca.pi*al ,ln ,som« pt the financial institutions
countries? * lnternal savings in most African

47. The growing demand for financing small enterprises, has
spurred a growing significance of informal sector financial
mechanisms. Informal financial mechanisms are popular in manv
countries under various local names even though they basically
serve the same purpose. These are asU&S&Q savings and credit or
l fd i

g y ically
serve the same purpose. These are asU&S&Q savings and credit or
loans funds organi zed among groups of friends, relatives,
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residential neighbourhoods. Some operate as fixed funds

associations while others are rotating loans ". There are ample

evidence of various successful operations in countries as wide

apart as Cameroon, Zimbabwe, Malawi, Ghana and Nigeria.

48. The importance of these informal arrangements is not only in

their ability to offer alternative sources of finance in remote

areas not served by the modern banking sector, but also their
flexibility in adapting to a vast social and cultural environment.

Furthermore, their capacity to instill saving habits among the poor

is an additional positive contribution that benefit sustaining
domestic trade activities. Despite their versatility and

usefulness, particularly to the most neglected sector of the

population, the extent to which they can support a truly growing

and dynamic domestic trade sector is severely limited.

49. It is necessary in the light of the growing awareness of the

potential of these informal financing mechanisms in mobilizing
domestic funds and providing limited credit facilities, that

existing formal sector financial institutions find effective ways

of assisting these informal mechanisms and enable them increase

their capacity in mobilization and channelling domestic savings
with a view to enhancing domestic trade. Rwanda for instance, is
experimenting with this mechanism through Banques Populaires in
mobilizing savings and extending loans to micro-businesses in rural

areas ". African countries should offer incentives to encourage

and popularize these informal societies as a recognition that

they certainly have a potential to fill the financing gap of
small-scale domestic enterprises.

III. THE MAIN COMPONENT OF THE FRAMEWORK FOR ENHANCING DOMESTIC

TRADE

50. The low performance of domestic trade in African countries is
a reflection of the over all structural weakness of the respective
national economies and the socio-economic crisis that these

economies have undergone during the last decade:

- Predominance of the subsistence sector;

- A narrow and disarticulated productive base;

- A neglected rural sector;

- Lopsided development strategy biased towards the urban areas

in terms of policies and amenities;
- Excessive dependency on the outside world;

13 World Bank, Sub-Saharan Africa From Crisis to Sustainable

Washington: D.C (1989), p. 171

14 World Bank, osufiit, p. 172
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- Vulnerability to external developments;

- A socio-economic situation that produces what countries do

not consume and promotes consumption of commodities that

countries do not produce.

51. Tackling these structural weaknesses is a sine qua nom in

enhancing domestic trade. In other words, to enhance domestic trade

requires promoting production for domestic market, rationalisation

of domestic distribution channels, improvement of physical

infrastructures; strengthening of the financial sector that has a

new orientation in favour of domestic trade, establishment of

effective institutional framework to promote social and economic

activities supportive of domestic trade.

A. Promoting Production for Domestic Markets

52. Given that the major hindrances to the growth of domestic

trade in many African countries has been the limited supply base

of many consumer goods, due to rigid structure of domestic

production, promoting production for domestic market entails

diversifying away from the essentially monocultural production

system based on a few commodities for export. Industrial

production that has hitherto focused on producing a narrow range of

import substitutes mainly for the urban consumers should be re-

examined and made to take into account domestic trade. Import

substitution industries should no longer be heavily dependent on

imported inputs which have proved unsustainable but should be

encouraged to utilize domestic raw materials as a way of

encouraging domestic trade exchanges. In other words, industrial

production must be more integrated into the internal resource base.

This dimension can be extended by promoting small scale industries

in rural areas to increase rural incomes and discourage rural to

urban drift.

53. Diversifying production patterns and focusing on production

for internal and regional markets, as advocated under the Lagos

Plan of Action (LPA), is essential in bringing about the

realization of self-sustaining development. Production for internal

markets has additional desirable attributes:

(a) it serves as an engine of growth and lessens heavy

reliance on mainly export commodities that make an

economy vulnerable to external shocks. It therefore

insulates national economies from external vicissitudes;

(b) it exploits fully the potential of the rural market that

has been marginalized far too long. This will be

possible, only to the extent that government policies

are directed towards increasing agricultural
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productivity by providing essential inputs, field
extension services and instituting other incentives
including enlightened pricing policies;

(c) by expanding domestic market activities it creates

employment opportunities.

B. Rationalizing the pjfftrifoit-JOP Channels

54. Distribution channels that enable the flow of goods and
services have to be effective and efficient to be capable of
stimulating development in the production sectors of the economy.
Admittedly, the nature and structure of these channels is highly
influenced by several other factors other than economic

considerations. They include cultural traditions and the country s
economic and social environment. The long history of West
African "Mummy" traders dominating the markets while there are
hardly any counterparts in Eastern and Southern African markets is
a reflection of divergent cultural influences. Nevertheless,
the evolving distribution pattern in most urban areas suggests
that cultural convergence may be taking place across Africa. Tne
emerging pattern found in urban areas is evolving closer and
closer to the pattern of developed market economies. There, is
thus, scope to improve the distribution channels in African
countries and to increase their capacity to cater for their

growing populations.

55. Many countries in the region still lack efficient distribution
channels as demonstrated by recurrent and mounting shorties of
essential goods and services, geographical imbalances, ho2^i22
and the imperfect pricing mechanisms. The ^avity of these trends
could be alleviated through transparent distribution channels
where the roles and responsibilities of key operators are clearly
designated. Similarly, reinforcing coordination among the
specialized marketing activities in the distribution channels could
not only reduce overall costs but release excess labour into other

productive activities.

c. TTuprovina tr»f» Phvsica] infrastructures

56. Physical infrastructures of roads railways, storage and
warehousing facilities that constrain the capacity of the market
need priority attention. If these could be improved, Previously
isolated areas particularly, rural and border areas could be
opened up to the mainstream of the modern sector. Apart from
extending infrastructural facilities, it will also be ^""^
rehabilitate and maintain existing systems. This has been one
criticism of orthodox structural adjustment programmes whose
conditionalities include reducing government spendingr and
ultimately undermines the provision of basic and physical
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infrastructures as well as rehabilitation and maintenance of

existing ones.

D- Policy Framework

57. In a successful policy framework, all components must be

closely coordinated by an effective institutional structure.

The framework itself would need to be backed by strong political
commitment and follow-up mechanisms. Responsibilities should be

appropriately assigned to institutions which would facilitate the

expeditious implementation of the necessary measures. The

mechanisms for monitoring and regular appraisal of progress of the

programme should also be instituted. The policy framework

therefore entails ensuring that domestic trade is clearly addressed

within the development plans of the respective countries.

IV. MEASURES FOR ENHANCING DOMESTIC TRADE

58. Measures designed to enhance domestic trade are based on

elements identified under the framework for tackling structural

weaknesses in the sector. Each one of them has certain policy
implications as elaborated below:

(a) Promoting Production for Domestic Market calls for:

(i) Incentives that promise renumerative prices for producers

but also provide fair prices for consumers without necessarily over

burdening the Exchequer through uneconomic subsidies. The same is

true for those that produce and consume industrial raw materials;

(ii) Increasing the share of foreign exchange allocations for

imports of essential inputs that are used for production intended

to support domestic trade;

(iii) Encouraging the consumption of domestically produced

goods particularly through improving the quality and lowering the
cost of both production and processing of local produce, followed

by intensive promotional campaigns;

<iv) Liberalizing domestic trade channels of key produce;

(v) Governments creating an enabling economic climate and

encouraging the development of small scale local producers;

(vi) Encouraging the formation of associations for the purpose

of bulk purchasing of inputs to reduce unit costs, especially for

goods and services that are part of domestic trade;

(b) Complementary infrastructure1 support to make the above

measures effective include:
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(i) Land reforms designed to allow easy access to land

particularly for those previously deprived groups like women. This
will ensure increase in surplus production;

(ii) Initiating programmes designed to access credit by the
small scale business operators by introducing less stringent

borrowing terms and low interest rates;

(c) Measures for improving distribution channels:

(i) There is a need to conduct surveys at the national level

in order to establish the type of most suitable channels for the

various product groups. The results thereof could form the basis
for formulating regulatory measures;

(ii) Promote business associations to facilitate the exchange

of ideas as well as fostering coordination; relevant Ministries
need to create information systems linked to the national
information network to make distribution channels more transparent.

(iii) Provide extension training of enhancing domestic trade

for operators involved in the channels in order to increase their

efficiency.

(d) Measures to improve the domestic trade infrastructures:

(i) Increasing the network of feeder roads in rural areas

particularly in those areas having potential to produce food items
and industrial raw materials. Local labour could be utilized with

preferential use of labour intensive mechanisms. This will not
only generate incomes in the rural areas but improve the flow of

goods.

(ii) Rehabilitate the transportation system;

(iii) Ensure installation of warehouses and storage facilities
strategically, in both rural and urban areas. Traditional storage

facilities in rural areas could be improved through research in
order to reduce the magnitude of loss due to poor storage.


